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ALMA Cycle 7 Planning 
https://almascience.nrao.edu/news/alma-cycle-7-pre-announcement 

• Dates to remember in 2019

https://almascience.nrao.edu/news/alma-cycle-7-pre-announcement


Configuration plan

• The configuration schedule 
may determine when an 
object will be observed

• Consult Chapter 7 of 
Technical handbook for 
details and expected imaging 
properties!

Your favorite configuration 
might not be possible with 

favorite object, so check this 
before you submit!



Documentation

• Call for Proposals 
• ALMA Primer 
• OT Guide 
• ALMA Tech Handbook 
• Helpdesk Knowledgebase 



Downloading the ALMA OT

Using webstart is easier and has the 
advantage that it checks for and will 
download a newer version at startup



Proposal Checklist 

Read relevant documentation (CfP, Guide, Primer, etc.) 
Create an ALMA account by registering at the Science 
Portal (almascience.org) 
Download the Observing Tool (OT) & related guides 
Prepare the Science Case 

Note the new capabilities for this cycle! 
Prepare Science Goals (sources, frequency & correlator 
setup, integration times) within the OT  
Make use of the Helpdesk & the Knowledgebase



Let’s make a proposal!

First you see thisOpen up your freshly downloaded OT



When the ALMA OT starts

First you see this

Then you see this



From here, you can: 
• Start a new proposal  
• Add blank Science Goals (SG) 
• Load templates with example SG

Resize by grabbing these 
bars and moving up/

down

arrowheads 
minimize, 
maximize 

panes



Your 
proposal’s  tree  

This goes on 
your proposal’s 
cover page!

Search 
your proposal 
tree here

Help with the tree is here!



Science Case is a .pdf, 
max 4 pages

The .pdf must not be 
< 12pt font

Select PI/Co-I’s from 
registered ALMA Users

Attach your Science 
Case as a PDF



• Must include: 
• Astronomical Importance 
• Estimated intensity, S/N, size of target 

sample (when appropriate) 
• May include: 

• Figures 
• Tables 
• References 

• Free-form PDF document 
• 12+ font, English only 

• 10% of text or less in font below 12pt 
• 20 MB file size 
• 4 pages total (6 for Large Projects) 

Science Case



To add a Science Goal you 
may
(1)Left-click the “New 

Science Goal” button
(2)Right-click and add 

blank Science Goals, or
(3) Use options in the File 
menu

Let’s make a science goal!



Example - mapping out CO(1-0)
• Methodology - Using a single pointing, obtain a spectral line observation of the 12CO(1-0) 
line at 10 km/s resolution. The CO gas traces molecular hydrogen gas and will be used to 
map the gas velocity and distribution. 
• Source – NGC 4797  
• RA, Dec = 12:54:55.166, +27:24:45.55  
• z= 0.0262  
• Requirements - S/N=5 on the 12CO(1-0) line (rest frequency 115.271 GHz). 
– Peak line flux of 4.60 mJy/beam.  
– Desired sensitivity per pointing of 920 μJy/beam. 
– Line width = 450 km/s. 
• Dual polarization products. 
• Correlator setup: band 3, 1875 MHz bandwidth, 1.129 kHz (3 km/s) resolution. 
• Set the bandwidth used for sensitivity to 10 km/s because we will spectrally average to this 
channel width during data reduction. 
• Largest angular scale (LAS) = 2.0", resolution = 1.5". The LAS of the CO gas in NGC4797 is 
2" because in early-type galaxies such as NGC 4797 the gas is usually found within 0.5 
effective radii (Davis et al. 2013). 



Give your SG a short 
name

And a description!



The field setup node is where you 
provide source coordinates and 
other basic properties for one or 
more field sources/pointings



The field setup node is where you 
provide source coordinates and 
other basic properties for one or 
more field sources/pointings

Generally, enter source 
properties here 

Used to assess project 
viability!

Used for mosaicking!



Let’s start entering 
our science goal:

Click “Query” to 
see what comes up!

Always 
check your 
units!



Either click or scroll 
down to start setting 

some spectral windows!

The spectral setup tab

Clicking here gets 
you to the spectral 

tab



ADD spectral 
windows to get 

started!

You can also do this by 
hand



Use the spectral-line picker to find your lines

Select one or more lines from a splatalogue-based list you 
can filter using the tools at left



Use the spectral-line picker to find your lines

Use “Add to Selected 
Transitions” to select CO(1-0)

And you’re done!





Spectral specs share a baseband so 
the sum of shares can’t exceed 1

Default spectral binning 
is 2 but can be set to 

other values with 
justification

Sky frequency is shown in 
barycentric frame



Drag to see 
how the SBs can 
change!



Automated spectral scan - I

Automated Spectral 
Scan mode and tunings



Automated spectral scan - II

Visual Representation of 
the Spectral Scan Mode 
– Actual spectral 
coverage vs. requested 
coverage



The OT will take care 
of calibration for you!



Control and Performance defines the 
required angular resolution, sensitivity, 
largest angular scale, etc.

Array properties summarized



Angular resolution can be selected here, 
and is important for considering which 
configurations/combinations of arrays are 
used

Flux - Temperature 
conversion



Largest angular structure and 
desired angular resolution used 
to find which arrays are used!



Specify the desired rms Jy/
beam noise level and the 
bandwidth over which that 
should be measured



Let’s enter in the 
properties we had from 
our science goals

Check your units here!

Use the time estimate to see what 
combinations are possible, what 

was chosen



The time estimate popup shows 
what combinations of arrays can 
be used and how your pointings 

are clustered

Use the time estimate popup to see how your sources will be observed

We can also see how much time 
we’re spending on overheads and 

on-source

Total time needed!



If you have time constraints 
or want to override the OT’s 
time estimate, you can do so 
here:



Tech Justification 

Each technical justification requires its own 50+ word blurb.

The OT kindly reminds you of your input parameters in each section, 
so read the prompts!

Justify your sensitivity parameters here



Tech Justification

Exceptions to standard practice require separate 
justification.   Here, the OT notes that the ACA is 

selected even though the OT thinks it is unneeded.

Here would be the standard required justification of 
the imaging parameters

Here would be the regular required correlator justification



Click here to make sure that your 
project can be validated by the OT.  
If it doesn’t validate the archive will 
reject it.

When the time is ripe … validate & submit



Once your proposal can 
validate, submit it to the 
archive!

When the time is ripe … validate & submit



Clicking on a validation 
error usually takes you 
to the problem directly

Problems???



Clicking on a validation 
error usually takes you 
to the problem directly

Problems???

Still have 
problems?



 ALMA Science Portal @ NRAO 

www.almascience.org



ALMA I could use a hand…
Have no fear, the ALMA Helpdesk is here… 



ALMA I could use a hand…
Have no fear, the ALMA Helpdesk is here… 



For more info:  
https://almascience.nrao.edu/

The Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA), an international astronomy facility, is a 
partnership of Europe, North America and East Asia in cooperation with the Republic of Chile.  ALMA 
is funded in Europe by the European Organization for Astronomical Research in the Southern 
Hemisphere (ESO), in North America by the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) in cooperation 
with the National Research Council of Canada (NRC) and the National Science Council of Taiwan 
(NSC), and in East Asia by the National Institutes of Natural Sciences (NINS) of Japan in 
cooperation with the Academia Sinica (AS) in Taiwan.  ALMA construction and operations are led on 
behalf of Europe by ESO, on behalf of North America by the National Radio Astronomy Observatory 
(NRAO), which is managed by Associated Universities, Inc. (AUI), and on behalf of East Asia by the 
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ). The Joint ALMA Observatory (JAO) provides 
the unified leadership and management of the construction and operation of ALMA.


